
Wizard® – Rules  
Wizard® is a variant of Oh Hell that uses two kinds of wild cards (Wizards and Jesters). It is a trick-taking game, similar to 

Hearts, Spades or Euchre, in which each player plays one card each turn and the highest ranking card wins that trick.  

Wizard® is played with a 60-card deck, consisting of the standard 52 cards, plus four Wizards (high wild cards) and four 

Jesters (low wild cards). Wizard® can be played by 3-6 people. The goal is to bid exactly the number of tricks you will 

take in each hand.  

A game consists of a number of hands. In the first hand, each player is dealt one card. In the second hand, two cards, 

until in the last hand all cards are dealt (20 cards if playing with 3, 10 cards if playing with 6).  

Once the cards are dealt, the dealer turns up the top remaining card, and this determines the trump suit for that hand 

(the last hand has no trump). For example, if a spade is turned up, the trump suit is spades, and so forth. If the dealer 

turns up a Jester, there is no trump for that hand. If the dealer turns up a Wizard, she looks at her hand and chooses the 

trump suit.  

After trump is announced, each player, beginning the dealer’s left, announces their bid (how many tricks they hope to 

take). The dealer bids last. The scorekeeper writes down the bids.  

The player to the dealer’s left then plays a card from their hand. This card establishes the suit for that trick. Play 

continues to the left, with the dealer playing last. Each player must play a card from the suit that was led if they can, or 

they may play a Wizard or a Jester, which have no suit. If the player does not have a card in the suit that was led, they 

may play a card from another suit, including the trump suit. If a non-trump suit is led, a player may not play trump if 

they have a card in the suit that was led. If the first player, plays a Jester, the next card played determines the suit 

(unless the second player also plays a Jester, in which case the suit choice moves to the third player). If the player 

choosing the suit plays a Wizard, there is no suit for that trick and each player may play any card from their hand.  

After each player has played a card, the highest card wins the trick. The rank of cards from high to low is:  

• The first Wizard played in that trick  

  (other Wizards in a trick don’t count, so this is the only way to discard an extra Wizard) 

• Ace down to Two of the trump suit 

• Ace down to Two of the suit that was led 

• A card in any other suit 

• A Jester 

When playing with three or four people, it is possible to have a trick in which ONLY Jesters are played. In this case, the 

player who played the first Jester wins the trick (and probably curses a bit).  

Scoring: After all the tricks have been played in a hand, each player announces to the scorekeeper how many tricks they 

took. If they took exactly the number of tricks they bid, they receive a bonus of 20 points, plus 10 points for each trick 

they bid. If they did not take the number of tricks they bid, they lose 10 points for each trick they took different from 

their bid (e.g., bid five, take two = -30; bid two, take three = -10). A player bidding and taking zero tricks receives only 

the 20-point bonus. 

The deal passes to the left and the new dealer shuffles all the cards and deals one more than the previous round.  

The last hand consists of dealing all of the cards. Since all cards are dealt, there is no trump suit.  

 

Tournament Variant: For this tournament, to encourage bidding, the bonus for making the number of tricks bid will be 

reduced from 20 to 15 points.  


